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Contents

The zip folder contains the GIS compilation of data used to perform the stacked cumulative chance of success in Open file 8535. 


Directory structure

The Open File is divided as follows:

\Layer Files	- Contains layer files for use with the shapefiles and geodatabase
\Shapefiles	- Contains the shapefiles of the data
\	- Contains the readme file and GIS information
\				- Contains the ESRI® File GeodatabaseTM, xml, and mxd
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This publication is available for free download through GEOSCAN (https://geoscan.nrcan.gc.ca/" https://geoscan.nrcan.gc.ca/).
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	exercise due diligence in ensuring the accuracy of the materials reproduced;
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Terms of use for data

View the licence agreement for data at http://open.canada.ca/en/open-government-licence-canada

